
                                                        Line transitionsLine transitions

1. Electron changes its binding energy in an atom (bound–bound transition)
    1b. Electron changes its binding energy in a molecule (bound–bound transition)
 
2. A molecule changes its binding energy (vibrations)

3. A molecule changes its rotational energy

➔ ALL PROCESSES HAPPENS VIA EMISSION/ABSORPTION OF RADIATION
                                                                                                          (but it is not the whole story...)

Quantum mechanics is at work: 
Discrete energies are relevant ⇒  radiative transitions produce line emisson/absorption
                                                               no continuum (except ionization/recombination)

Statistical laws in case of Thermal Equilibrium (TE, at least Local …. LTE)

Daniele Dallacasa                                                                                               release 1.2, Dec 2020



                                                       Line transitions (2)

Textbooks and further reading

1. Dopita & Sutherland: chap. 2 (more arguments in other chapters)

2. Rybicki – Lightman:  chap. 1.6 (Einstein's Coeffcients); chap 9; chap10; chap 11

3. Tennison: (H spectrum & similarities, some molecular line theory/observations)                                   
https://www.unitronitalia.com/prodotti/analysis-and-interpretation-of-astronomical-sp.pdf

 M 57 (Ring nebula)
 (Hubble ST left)



                                                       Line transitions (3)

           What can we learn?

1. Composition of a celestial body

2. Temperature (and other gas/plasma properties) 

3. Abundances of various species (intensity of transitions) and excitation/ionization state

4. Motions: 
    4.1 particles within a cloud  (line widths)
    4.2 clouds within a celestial body (line shift)

5. Pressure (relation with collisions, line broadening, turbulence)

6. Magnetic feld (degenerate state, angular momentum becomes split if H is present)



                                                       Line transitions (4)

          Outline

0.   Examples of lines in spectra of celestial bodies

1.  Very basic defnition of tools (atomic structure, orbits/als, energy levels, transitions,...)  

2.  Einstein's Coeffcients (A
UL

, B
UL

, B
LU

) 

3.  Spectral lines: width, centroid, shift

4.  Permitted, semi-permitted/forbidden, forbidden transitions

5.   When density is a key player, and competing transitions!

6.    Detailed statistical equilibrium and (the clash with) thermal equilibrium

7.    Neutral hydrogen: a case study



                                  Examples: Spectral lines in optical spectra        (mostly atomic transitions)
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410 

Atomic spectrum                                        Hydrogen at visual wavelengths

Joseph Ritter von Fraunhofer (1787 -1826) 



                                               Basic concept of atomic structure (1)

Each electron bound to its nucleus:  binding energy  is quantized into various LEVELS
(as predicted by QM), corresponding to different 
distances to the nucleus,  i.e. the various levels 
correspond to different orbits in a sort of planetary
system.

The outermost electron may change
 its binding energy, swapping between
two LEVELS, either acquiring (absorption)
or releasing (emission) energy   hν   via
radiative transitions 
Such radiative transitions must obey strict selection rules.

(warning... there are also other types of energy transitions!)
(They will be considered later on)



                                               Basic concept of atomic structure (2)

The Ground State corresponds to the maximum binding energy 
(which is defned as negative).

Electrons in states other than the Ground State are defned “Excited”

To IONIZE an atom in the ground state an energy in excess to this maximum 
binding energy must be provided. 
The maximum binding energy defnes the minimum ionization energy.
E.g. for an H atom it is 13.6 eV (UV photons, 912 A)

Electrons in states different from the ground state have lower ionization energies

[In general] in polyelectronic  atoms, only the outermost (less bound) electron 
is considered

Obviously, real atoms are more complicated! 



(artist's view of) Bohr's model for O             

                            Basic concept of atomic structure (3): Bohr .vs. QM



   contrary to classical theory of charges in motion, the electrons
 do not radiate in their curved orbits, except during a “transition”

 Atomic spectra                                                            basic concepts (4)

Quantum numbers:
n  – main number = 1,2,3,. ... defnes the  energy  and the size  of the “orbit”

an = ao
n2

Z
ao = 0.53 A

l – azimutal number (angular momentum, related to eccentricity, defnes the SHAPE )

0,1,2,. .. ,n−1 √1−e2 = b
a
= l+1

n
≤ 1

m – magnetic number (orbit orientation, relevant in case of magnetic feld)
−l ,−l+1,. .. , 0,. .. l−1, l

However.... at a given main number (n), there is a tiny difference in energy between levels
with different combination of l,m

this is not true (frst order) for hydrogen, where there is a high degree of energy degeneracy
(fne structure)
further extremely small energy structures (hyperfne structure)  can be defned by the
spin quantum number s = (±1 /2)



                           Basic concept of atomic structure (4):  Orbitals, as from n,l,m

                                            



                            Basic concept of atomic structure (5):  Orbitals, as from n,l,m (alternative view)



                            Basic concept of atomic structure (6):  Filling the orbitals



Atomic spectra                                                            basic concepts (7): Hydrogen

Hydrogen:

simplest example for studying lines between various energy levels

The frequency νUL of a photon emitted/absorbed during a transition

between two levels U and L is νUL = c RH(1
L2 − 1

U2 ) Hz ; U > L > 0

RH =
2π2 e4 me

h3 c
= 1.1⋅105 cm−1 → Rydberg constant for H

⇒   increasing U , lines get closer to a limiting frequency ν =
c RH

L2

⇒   if L  is large,  lines of different series start at very close frequencies and produce a spectrum
similar to a continuum (but it is not!)

[hydrogen-like atoms, He+, Li++, Be+++,... obtained assigning the energy En  at each “atom”]

En = −Z2
RHμh c

n2 +ϵ(n , l)



Atomic spectra                                                            basic concepts (8): Hydrogen

 Hydrogen transitions in terms of energy:

Ry =
2π2 e4 me

h2 = 13.6 eV (called 1 Rydberg (energy unit) = 2.18⋅10−18 J)

h νUL = Ry (1
L2 − 1

U2 ) eV ; U > L > 0

For a given pair of quantum numbers, decay and excitation can either
generate  (emission)
or cancel (absorption)
photons at the appropriate frequency/energy

U → ∞ determines the binding energy  of a given  L status (quantum number)



  

          Atomic spectra                                                                    Hydrogen

Based on the main quantum number
various series are defned:

Lyman (n=1, UV)
Balmer (n=2, visible)
Paschen (n=3, IR) ...



Atomic spectra                                                              
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                UV,   visible,    IR

Atomic spectra                                                              Hydrogen: Grotrian diagrams

transitions obey to well known selection rules: Δn, Δl, Δm,



           (mostly) Atomic spectra                                                           typical spectra of stars

There is a
background
made of BB
continuum

Extremely detailed spectrum of the sun:
http://chinook.kpc.alaska.edu/~ifafv/lecture/fraunhofer.htm



Atomic spectra: other examples                      Various elements in an astrophysical plasma

 > No continuum photons: nonetheless, we have beautiful optical images! 

 > Typical of gaseous environments like Planetary Nebulae and HII regions



          Molecular spectra (0):

Molecules have 3–D structures capable to oscillate around the equilibrium distance (vibrations), and 
may also change their rotational energy between adjacent levels defned by quantum mechanics.
             Animations @          https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_vibration

Molecules are mostly found in 
low temperature (T  from10s 
to a few 100s oK) and high 
density (n > 10 2 cm – 3 ) regions 
in the ISM in spiral galaxies.

They can have electronic transitions 
in any of the atoms in the molecule
(see earlier), not considered here
(small differences in the binding 
energy of the electron) McGuire, 2018, ApJS, 239, 17   

2018 Census of Interstellar, Circumstellar, Extragalactic, Protoplanetary Disk, and Exoplanetary Molecules   



FYI, 
Computations

never asked

Molecular spectra (1):

Vibrational transitions (~0.1 – 0.01 eV →  IR)

n = 0, 1 ,2 ...  is the vibrational quantum number
The energy of a given level is

En = ( n+1
2

 ) h νo− ( n+1
2

 )
2 (hνo)

2

4De

Transitions are allowed for Δn = ±1

Difference between two adjacent levels is 

En+1− En = hνo − (n+1)
( h νo)

2

2De



    Molecular spectra (1b):  NIR from vibrational transitions  

NIR composite spectra for various astrophysical bodies



    Molecular spectra (1c):  NIR & MIR, from vibrational transitions  

Circinus galaxy - HST



Molecular spectra (2):

rotational (~meV, submm, mm & cm wavelengths) 
rotational levels lie within vibrational levels

J ( J+1) =
8π2 I (r1+r2)

2
Erot

h2

The rotational quantum number J is related
to the moment of inertia I, to the distance r
and to the rotational energy Erot:

I = m1r1
2m2r2

2

FYI, 
Computations

never asked



Molecular spectra (2b):

CO emission in a dense, cold cloud (a GMC!)



Molecular spectra (2c):                                    



         Molecular spectra (2d):                    transitions with ALMA

The hot core in Orion KL (high mass SFR)



QUASAR

     Optical ( & UV) spectra of galaxies

ELLIPTICAL

In BCGs
only!

SPIRAL        



         Atomic and molecular spectra: observational constraints

➢ Lines are generally associated to gaseous (plasma) fuids 

➢ Lines appear either in emission or in absorption (* a background source is required!)

➢ Lines are not monochromatic

➢ Lines can be (red – blue) shifted

➢ Various elements may appear in the same spectrum (i.e. region ?)
Projection effects ?
Intrinsic association ? (In that case physical conditions have to be consistent!)

➢  Are line ratios a diagnostic for temperature?



Einstein's coeffcients (1)
They are used to describe radiative interactions involving  bound-bound electron transitions, on the
basis of quantum mechanics. Simplest example: an atom with two energy levels only (approx)

L  (lower)

U  (upper)



Einstein's coeffcients (2)

Given two atomic levels  U and L ,(with U>L) the following defnitions hold:

Spontaneous emission:
AUL = transition probability per unit time to go from level U to L by  emission  of a photon

Absorption:
BLU J= transition probability per unit time to go from level L to U via absorption  of a photon

Stimulated emission:
BUL J = transition probability per unit time U → L via emission  induced by incoming radiation

J represents the density of photons at (about) the frequency νUL  so that hνUL corresponds
  to the difference between the energy levels U and L

AUL is given in sec−1  units
1
AUL

is the mean lifetime of the excited state

`



     



Einstein's coeffcients (3)

The set of emitted photons IS NOT monochromatic
→ the energy difference between the two levels is not infnitely sharp.
→ described by the  line profle function (LPF) Φ(ν) (sharply?) peaked at the frequency νUL

∫0

∞
Φ(ν)dν = 1

It represents how effectively photons with frequencies around νUL can cause transitions

J ≡ ∫0

∞
J(ν)Φ(ν)d(ν)

If J(ν)changes slowly with ν , thenΦ(ν)  acts like aδ function



Spectral line broadening (1)

Natural (Lorentz) broadening

An atom at an excited state has a fnite lifetime Δ t≃1
AUL

The energy difference is fnite as well Δ E=Δh ν

The decay therefore follows the Heisemberg’s Principle in the form ΔEΔ t ≥ h
2π

ΔEΔ t=Δhν
1
AUL

≥ h
2π

Δν ≥
AUL

2π

and this is the  minimum width allowed for the transition between levels U, L
WARNING : large / small values of AUL imply broad/narrow  lines



Spectral line broadening (2)  – see Chap 7 in Padmanabhan

Doppler (thermal)  broadening

Atoms are in (thermal) motion wrt the observer
and the rest (atom) frame frequencies may be 
either  red-  or  blue-  shifted. If vr  is the radial velocity

Δν = νobs− νem = νem

vr

c

It is possible to derive the radial velocity 
(redshift /blueshift)

vr = c
νobs−νem

νem
[OK for small  vr ]

→ the shape of the line is modifed, the total energy is not

N.B. The centroid (=“natural frequency ”)remains unchanged;
Only in the case that the  whole cloud is moving, then also the centroid is

(Doppler) shifted



Spectral line broadening (3) – vr  and temperature

In case we are at thermal equilibrium (Maxwell-Boltzmann)

N(vr)dvr ≃ No vr
2 e

−ma vr
2

2kT dv r where ma  is the mass of the atom

N(ν)dν ≃ No e
−ma c2

2kT
(νobs−νem)

2

νem
2

dν

And in this case the Line Profle Function becomes (if we introduce the  Doppler width )

ΔνD =
νem

c √ 2kT
ma

And the LPF is Φ(ν) = (Δ νD √π )−1 exp( − (νobs−νem)
2

(Δ νD)
2 )

Valid also in case of turbulence, once modifed the Doppler width by introducing ξ , the rms
of turbulent  velocities (with Gaussian distribution)

ΔνD =
νem

c √ 2kT
ma

+ ξ2 FYI, 
Computations

never asked



Spectral line broadening (4)

The LPF for natural broadening is

Φ(ν) = γ/4π2

(νobs−νem)
2+(γ/4π)2 where γ = ∑L AUL

or γ = γU + γL , in case there are transitions from a lower level too (inclusive of
radiation feld and appropriate BUL )

Collisional broadening
Collisions introduce random changes to the phase of E/B feld

Φ(ν) = Γ/4π2

(νobs−νem)
2+(Γ /4π)2

where Γ = γ + 2 νcoll

νcoll is the frequency of collisions per unit time an atom experiences.

Atoms hit other particles during emission (absorption). All broadening mechanisms coexist,
with Doppler and Lorentz broadenings being dominant.

FYI, 
Computations

never asked



Spectral line shape produced by: (a) Doppler broadening and (b)
natural and collision broadening (taken from Levi (1968)).

Spectral line broadening  (5)

http://www.ecmwf.int/newsevents/training/rcourse_notes/DATA_ASSIMILATION/REMOTE_SENSING/Remote_sensing13.html#962075


                   Test (1) : Do we understand how it works?

question 1:
(e.g. a standing cloud)

question  2:
(e.g. an expanding cloud)

question 3:
(2 clouds orbiting around a point)

v

v

v

F( ν
)

F( ν
)

F( ν
)



            Test (2) : Do we really understand how it works?

question 4:
(e.g. an edge-on spiral galaxy)

question  5:
(e.g. a face-on spiral galaxy)

question 6:
(e.g. a stratifed gas with a gradient in T)

question 7:
(e.g. a rotating star)

v

v

v

F( ν
)

F( ν
)

F( ν
)



        Test (+) : Answers            [the layout of this page stands as it is to leave room for individual answers]

Question 1/4:

Question  2/5:

Question 3/6:

Question 7: What are the key factors? (rotation velocity + inclination angle)



NGC 628
Kamphuis & Briggs '92      

           Examples of edge–on and face–on spiral galaxies

500 km s – 1

 

100 km s – 1

 



De Blok et al. 2018  
           Color coded image of the M81 Group

The galactic disk is interpreted as the sum of 
many clouds, each with the same emission.

The M81/M82/NGC3077 group

Color image: gas emission
The centroid is shifted according to their v

r

Magenta & Blue regions are approaching
Cyan, Green & Yellow/Orange regions are
receeding.

Bridges of gas are connecting the 3 galaxies

Bottom right:
optical image (stars) with the same scale as the color image



            Balmer JUMP/ Discontinuity:

Visible in continuum from stars

➢ Origin: 
 bound-free transition, electrons 
 from n=2 are ionised

➢ Effect:
 depression of the continuum

➢ Depends on:
   Density (composition) & Temperature of the region 
   responsible for the absorption (largest  in A-type stars)

➢ Located at: 
The Balmer series limit and higher energies



           Atoms as oscillators: electronic transitions

Basic concept: e-m waves are radiated at the same frequency of an oscillating charge
d(t) = q⋅xo cos(ω t) [ = e⋅xo cos(ω t)]

In terms of quantum mechanics, we have the wave function Ψ (probability density)
Ψ( r⃗ , t) = ψ(x , y , z) e−2π i(E /h) t space / time dependent

In turn, ψ(x , y , z) ≡ ψ(r ,θ ,ϕ)  in case of central potential

ψ(r ,θ ,ϕ) = R(r)
 r

Y(θ ,ϕ) (spherical harmonics)

Y (θ ,ϕ) = Y lm(θ ,ϕ) = [ ( l − ∣ m ∣ )!
( l + ∣ m ∣ )!

2l+1
4π ]

1 /2

(−1)(m+∣m∣) /2 Pl
∣m∣cosθei mϕ

Pl
∣m∣ Legendre function, l & m integers

Y lm(θ ,ϕ)→eigenfunctions of the orbital angular momementum

`

FYI, 
Computations

never asked



Atoms as oscillators: electric dipole transitions (1)

Basic concept:the dipole (i.e. nucleus + electron) may be written as

dx(t) = ∫e⋅x ΨΨ ∗ d τ ( the same also for y , z)

and more in general for a generic transition from    U→ L

dx
UL(t) = ∫e⋅x ΨUΨL

∗ d τ = ∫e⋅x ψU ψL
∗ e−2π i t(EU−EL)/h d τ

(the same also for y,z)

Using 3-D notation d⃗UL( t) = e⋅R⃗UL(t) e−2π i t(EU−EL)/h

where : Rx
UL(t) = ∫ x ψUψL

∗ d τ [ the same for Ry
UL( t) , Rz

UL( t) ]

i.e. R⃗UL (t) = ∫ r⃗ ψUψL
∗ d τ

R⃗UL  provides the amplitude of the vibration/variation of d⃗UL in the transition U → L

`

           

  2 (U)

  1 (L)

FYI, 
Computations

never asked



           Atoms as oscillators: electric dipole transitions (2)

Emitted power  & the meaning of AUL

In classical physics, during dipole transitions, the electron ''makes an oscillation'' with a given ω :
d(t) = xo cos(ω t) → d̈(t) = −xoω

2 cos(ω t) ⇔ a(t)

P(t) = 2 e2

3 c3 a2(t) = 2 e2

3 c3 ω4 xo
2 cos2

(ω t)

〈P( t)〉 = 2 e2

3 c3

ω4 xo
2

2
= 32π4

3 c3 ν4 (e2 xo
2

2 ) = 32π4

3 c3 ν4〈 ¨dx
2( t)〉

= AUL⋅ hνUL (i.e. number of transitions per unit time × hνUL)

The line power/luminosity can be interpreted as the result of spontaneous emission processes
in case it is the only effective mechanism (multiplied by the number density ne and the volume V)



Atoms as oscillators: electric dipole transitions (3)

Then, we can derive the expression of the Einstein coeffcient for spontaneous emission
paying the due tribute to quantum mechanics:

AUL =
32π4ν3

3 h c3 〈 ¨dx
2( t)〉

Going to 3-D

AUL =
64 e2π4 ν3

3h c3 R⃗UL R⃗UL = 64π4 ν3

3 hc3 ∣ PUL ∣
2

where ∣ PUL ∣ is the dimensionless transition matrix element (averaged over angular
momentum)  for U → L transitions

Once QM provides expressions for wave functions, AUL  can be determined

           

FYI, 
Computations

never asked



           Atoms as oscillators: electric quadrupole transitions

The quadrupole term can be non zero when the dipole is 0 (semi – prohibited transition, second term of 
expansion of potential vector A); 

in this case the integral becomes

A similar expression for AUL can be derived as in the case of the dipole;
all these transitions are termed (semi–) prohibited, but their probabilities (AUL) 
although much smaller than in the dipole case, may be relevant

Selection rules: Δn arbitrary, Δl = 0±2, ΔJ = 0, ±1, ±2, ΔL = 0, ±1, ±2 
ΔS = 0, Δm = 0, ±1, ±2 FYI, 

Computations
never asked

qx(t) = ∫ e⋅x2 ΨU ΨL
∗ d τ (also qy(t) , qz(t))



          Atoms as oscillators: Magnetic dipole

The magnetic dipole has to be considered and refers to hyperfne structure
transitions, where energy levels differ by very small quantities
Selection rules: Δ n=Δl = Δ L  = 0, Δ J = 0, ±1, Δ m = 0, ± 1 Δ S=0 ±1

typical ratios for transitions:

for Einstein B coeffcients we need a bit more patience....

AQ
AD

≈ 5⋅10−5 AM
AD

≈ 3⋅10−8 (gross estimate)

m( t) = mo cos(ω t)

〈P(t)〉 = 2
3c3 ω

4 〈m2( t)〉 = 32π4

3 c3 ν4 〈m2( t)〉

AUL =
64π4

3h

ν3

c3 ∣μ̈UL∣
2



The meaning of AUL

example:
xo = ro = 5.3⋅10−9 cm (Bohr radius)
νUL=3.31015 Hz (Lya limit)

d = e
ro

2
= 1.310−18 ues cm

we get : A∞1 = 3.5⋅108 s−1

Vectors R⃗UL can be arranged into a (symmetric) matrix.
Some elements  are 0 meaning that the probability of the transition is 0, namely really prohibited.
 (for that kind of transition)

Each element R⃗UL  in the matrix may be intrepreted as oscillator strength for the transition U → L

      Selection rules for electric dipole transitions
Δn arbitrary (but not 0 for H and hydrogenoid ions)
Δ l = ±1  (parity change) Δ L=0, ±1,Δ S=0 ,Δ J=0, ± 1

(for reference to notation see Rohlf, 1994 ''Modern physics fromα to Zo ' ' )

FYI, 
Computations

never asked

FYI, 
Computations

never asked



Some examples of  Amn coeffcients for electric dipole transitions

From Allen's Astronomical quantities (p 70, 71) – warning! 
AUL different from Dopita & Sutherland “Astrophysics of the Diffuse Universe”, p 19

Line wavelength (A) oscillator strength
1215.67 0.41620 4.70E+008
1025.72 0.07910 5.58E+007
972.54 0.02899 1.28E+007

Lyman limit 911.80
6562.80 0.64070 4.41E+007
4861.32 0.11930 8.42E+006
4340.46 0.04467 2.53E+006
4101.73 0.02209 9.73E+005
3970.07 0.01270 4.39E+005

H limit 3646.00
18751.00 0.84210 8.99E+006
12818.10 0.15060 2.20E+006
10938.10 0.05584 7.78E+005

P limit 8204.00
40512.00 1.03800 2.70E+006
26252.00 0.17930 7.71E+005
21655.00 0.06549 3.04E+005
14584.00

AUL (s-1)
Lyman α

Lyman β

Lyman γ

H α

H β

H γ

H δ

H ε

P α
P β
P γ

B α

B β

B γ

Blimit



                UV,   visible,    IR

Atomic spectra                                     Hydrogen: Grotrian diagrams

Osterbrock & Ferland 2006     



Osterbrock & Ferland 2006     

Atomic spectra                                     Hydrogen: Grotrian diagrams



Determining electronic transitions: Spectroscopic notation

General notation for (many) bound electrons in atoms:
All electrons are considered, closed shells do not play a role

nsi np j ndk 2S+1 LJ
(o)

where
n = principal quantum number
S = total spin (2S+1 = multiplicity)
l_i = i-th electron angular momentum (=0,...n-1)
L =∑ (li) ,  total orbital angular momentum  (inner full shells sum to 0)
J = L+S total angular momentum

Example : CIII transitions are resonance , intercombination ,  and forbidden
C III : A (2s2p 1 P1 → 2s2 1 S0) = 1.7⋅109 s−1

C III ] : A(2s2p 3 P1 → 2s2 1 S0) = 97 s−1

[C III]: A (2s2p 3 P2 → 2s2 1 S0) = 5.2⋅10−3 s−1
FYI, 

Computations
never asked

L Letter

0 S

1 P

2 D

3 F



                A digression... Some line are termed “collisional”

Ion Transition A
UL

   (sec – 1 )

RESONANCE CIII 2s2p  1P
1
 – 2s2   1S

0 
 1.7 x 109

INTERCOMBINATION CIII] 2s2p  3P
1
 – 2s2   1S

0 
97

FORBIDDEN [CIII] 2s2p  3P
2
 – 2s2   1S

0 
5.2 x 10 – 3  



Lowest energy levels of an atom

n l m state n2S+1 L
1 0 0 1s 12S
2 0 0 2s 22S

1 0 2p
0

22P

±1 2p
±1

3 0 0 3s 32S
1 0 3p

0
32P

±1 3p
±1

2 0 3d
0

32D

±1 3d
±1

±2 3d
±2

FYI, 
Information
never asked



Fine structure of Energy levels

For an electron the electric potential within an atom is not
simply that from the Coulomb's law.

Atoms with many e– (Li,...C,N,O,...):  the interaction between
orbiting electrons and their spins raises the degeneracy of the 
“n” states so that each “l” level has a slightly different energy. 

EnJ
exact=mc2 [(1+Zα(n−J−1/2+√(J+1/2)2−Z2α2)

−1)−1/2
−1 ]

where J = L+S

→ The binding energy does not depend on the main quantum number alone anymore!!!!!
→ This spin-orbit coupling provides further energy structure.
Some atoms may have double, triple, multiple lines closely packed (see CaII, [OIII] doublet). 

The “m” levels remain undistiguishable unless an external
strong magnetic feld is applied to the atom (Zeeman splitting). 

(Different values of m have not been considered in the expression of EnJ
exact )

FYI, 
Computations

never asked



FYI, 
never asked

Fine structure in Hydrogen

  3 levels for n =2



Fine structure lines   (examples)

Result from transitions within each confguration.    Example: Oxygen
Ground confguration: 1s2 2s2 2p4 → 3P ( the total spin is 1)

Spin - orbit coupling → ≈ α2 ∼
1

1372 ×electron bindind energy

Fine structure lines are in the far - IR (10−300 μm)

e.g. O 3 P1 →
3 P2 → 63 μm

3 P0 →
3 P1 → 145 μm

The number of fne structure levels depends on the total angular momentum of the electronic
confguration of the outermost shell

Multiplicity for ground state fne structure lines
Atoms with p1  or p5 have fne structure doublets → single fne structure line in the ground state
Atoms with p2  or p4 have fne structure triplets → two fne structure lines
Atoms with p3  electrons of flled shells do not have fne structure lines

FYI, 
Computations

never asked



      Exercise/understanding:                            Fine structure of Energy levels: CaII lines



       Examples: [OIII] lines 



blue= broad band blue flter;  green: OIII; red=Hα

The ring nebula (HST)

           Forbidden lines: Nebulium (alias  [OIII] ) (note color stratifcation!)



Four Statistical laws (for thermal equilibrium)

Maxwell – Boltzmann  (velocities .aka. energy  for particles)
dN
dv

∝ f (v)∝v2 e−mv2 /2kTk ≈ v2 e−v2 /2σ2

where σ =
kTk

m
Planck  (spectral distribution for radiation)

U(ν) = 4π
c

Bν(TP) =
8π hν3

c3

1

eh ν /kTP−1
Boltzmann  (energy level occupation in atoms, molecules)

NU

NL

=
gU

gL

e−(EU−EL)/kTBz =
gU

gL

e−h νUL/kTBz

Saha  (ionization states)

Ni+1

Ni

= 2
ui+1

ui

1
Ne √(2πme kTS

h2 )
3

e−(Ei+1−Ei)/kTS

where (√2πme kTS

h2 )
−1

= Λ th   de Broglie thermal wavelength, and ui = ∑n gi ,n e−χi , n /kT



         [OIII] lines diagnostics

Line ratios provide information on the temperature (note that these values are typical of HII regions!)

N n

Nm

=
gn
gm

e
−E n−Em /kT Bz =

g n
gm

e
−h mn /kT Bz



Kwitter + 2003

              Line Diagnostics



                   Test (1) : Do we understand how it works?                                            … ~solutions!

question 1:
(e.g. a standing cloud)

question  2:
(e.g. an expanding cloud)

question 3:
(2 clouds orbiting around a point)

v

v

v

F( ν
)

F( ν
)

    
    

    
    

    
F( ν

)



            Test (2) : Do we really understand how it works?

question 4:
(e.g. an edge-on spiral galaxy)

question  5:
(e.g. a face-on spiral galaxy)

question 6:
(e.g. a stratifed gas with a gradient in T)

question 7:
(e.g. a rotating star)

v

v

v

F( ν
)

    
    

    
  F

(ν
)

F( ν
)



                 Selection rules for electronic transitions (but some of them may be violated)

Electric Dipole:
Δ  n= any (no 0 for H and hydogenoid atoms)
Δ  l = ±1            (parity change)           
Δ  J = 0, ±1        J=0    J = 0 forbidden
Δ  L = 0, ±1        L=0      L = 0 forbidden                              Δ  S = 0       (Permitted)

Electric Quadrupole:
Δ  n= arbitrary
Δ  l = 0 ± 2        (no parity change) 
Δ  J = 0, ±1, ±2       J=0      J = 0  forbidden
Δ  L = 0, ±1, ±2       L=0     L = 0  forbidden                     Δ  S = 0     (intercombination)

Magnetic Dipole:
Δ  n= Δ  l = 0 
Δ  J = 0, ±1             J=0    J = 0 forbidden
Δ  L = 0                                                                                                  Δ  S = 0  ?   (forbidden) 
n, l=electron angular momentum (=0,...n-1),           S= total spin,      L= orbital angular momentum, 
J = L+S  total angular momentum
                     Further..... there is a coupling between nuclear and electron spin (F = J + I), e.g. HI



The END!        Application of concepts to an astrophysical case:
Analysis of a Star forming region: Census of O, B stars, sizes, etc.       https://arxiv.org/pdf/2012.14872.pdf
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